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Triple Helix of Leather viz. Research, Academy, Industry Get together every year during the last week of January for co-generating a plan and path forward by engaging in conversation with the government. Leather Research Get together is the program organized at CSIR – Central Leather Research Institute by, of and for the Leather sector.

LERIG 2020 is special. AC Tech of Anna University, our Academy partner is observing its Platinum Jubilee. In celebration of the Platinum Jubilee of Academy of Leather Technology, the theme for LERIG 2020 is “Research Academy Industry for Sustainable Ecosystem (RAISE) for Leather”.

Though the synergy among the three stakeholders is widely celebrated, in general they tend to work in silos. LERIG 2020, enshrines a new mode of working. Get together provides the meeting ground. Working together seamlessly and as one connected mind of three bodies is the philosophy behind RAISE for Leather.

Sustainable Ecosystem demands research academy and industry to work for the common purpose in enabling Leather Sector cogenerating values for the country through Leather Sector. Way forward for Leather 2035 is the stated goal of LERIG 2020. It is proposed to present a master plan to the Government for follow-up actions.

REGISTRATION
Delegate:
Rs. 2950 (incl GST) per person
Students:
Rs. 1770 (incl GST) per person

SPONSORSHIP
Platinum - Rs. 3 Lakhs
Gold - Rs 2 Lakhs
Silver - Rs 1 lakh

For Registration send an email with contact details to lerig2020@gmail.com; Cheque/DD for registration/sponsorship may be drawn in favor of “LERIG TRUST” and sent to Conveners (Dr J Raghava Rao/Dr Swarna V Kanth), CSIR-Central Leather Research Institute, Adyar, Chennai 20, 044-2443 7188/7418/7243

E-payment details: Account Name: LERIG Trust, Account No: 37610860721 IFSC Code: SBIN0013361, SBI, SME Branch, Adyar, Chennai

Jointly Organized by
LERIG TRUST & CSIR-CLRI
in Association with
AISHTMA ALFA CLE IFLMEA ILPA ILTA ISF LCMA TALTEIA